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Divine Anger 

W hat was it that we did not lose or missed or has 

already been stolen? A person from the 

community, a friend of mine, a beggar - I have 

told the story before - was telling me that what kills his soul 

when he asks for money was the fact that people pretend 

they do not see him. They pretend he does not exist. They 

would look wherever, just to avoid his eyes. That fills him 

with rage. Just like the prophets, he experienced a “divine 

anger”. Only that he is unknown and unnoticed.  

This was happening last year before the Nativity, when he 

realized that people’s attitude changed. “In a way they did 

not change at all. They used to be more caring before 

Christmas; more attentive and generous somehow. 

Something always changed in the air during Christmas. Not 

last year. Everything seemed the same.” I told him this was 

maybe because people don’t carry cash anymore. They only 

use credit cards. He was not satisfied with my answer. It 

was about their soul not about their money. It was about being absorbed 

within, something he was not part of. Not even noticed from the outside. I 

think that’s why he ended up talking to Google and asking the providential 

question: Does God exist? Google was diplomatic, and did not express an 

opinion. He quoted different books though, the Bible among them, but did 

not come up with an answer. Any human being would always do better 

here. I am thinking, if such a simple question, could not be answered by 

Google why does it exist? Why do people ask it questions anyway? 

However, that was last year's story, now the appearances look less gloomy. 

We lost people who made the front page in newspapers - when one’s body 

was found in the river - or died where they lived, on the street. And this is 

only to prove the Leonard Cohen lyrics that when you read the papers 

nobody seems to care if people live or die. We’ve seen the TTC tokens now, 

which were a way for poor people to get an appreciation for their volunteer 

work or a way to get to their medical appointments, turned into plastic: 

Presto cards. So to make it clear in this city that you can move from one 

place to another only if you have a bank account. We’ve seen and tasted 

many things, which Google cannot explain and yet, we are full of hope. We 

were made to believe, that trust among people is a fairy tale. And yet, we 

are giving to receive acts of kindness like never before. And you wonder 

why? Where is the secret? How can that be, since the world seems to 

collapse within its own strength, putting too much emphasis on the top 

dreaming about bubbles and less at the bottom, where life's in jeopardy The 

answer is, maybe because you let it be. You let life be and you rejoice when the light 

shines both on the face of those who are born and on the places of those who are 

buried. Embracing all equally. And when you let it be, all small good things seem so 

much more important than all the calamities that are crashing down on us. There are so 

many, the small good things, and when you let them be, and are faithful to them, they 

become gigantic. Taking away all the poison. Like the olive oil on a wound they touch 

your soul. You see, and marvel and you are grateful. And then you believe. No more 

questions, only a silence that takes you up and down to heaven and below. A life giving 

silence, a new remedy for a weary world, that brings back creativity and life. 

        Fr Nicolaie 

Having breakfast before going to work 

A small good thing 



 

A bout two years ago now, I fired an email out to the 

neighborhood florists to see if any had any extra 

flowers that they might share with us. We wished 

to beautify the tables for the breakfast program at St. 

John’s, the long and brilliant early morning vigil between 5 

am and 9 am almost every day. Only one florist replied. 

They have since 

generously and 

faithfully supplied our 

meal program with 

large armfuls of 

beautiful flowers each 

week. I wanted to take 

a moment to stop and 

reflect on this 

significant contribution 

to our common life at 

the St. John’s 

community. 

Every Tuesday around 

noon, like clockwork, 

a small group of St. 

John’s folks will take 

the 5 minute walk 

through the 

neighboring suburb, 

cross Queen Street and visit Stemz Inc. Tucked off the 

beaten path beside the train tracks, Stemz is not a “flower 

shop” per se. The team there plans upscale events 

(weddings, bar mitzvahs etc.) for very wealthy and stylish 

clients. I used to think St. John's was the most beautiful 

room in the world but Stemz taught me that there is 

another plane to the aesthetic. Stepping into Stemz, 

especially coming from the breakfast program is like 

visiting another world: a beautiful, polite, youthful, 

fragrant world, with elegant draperies and chandeliers.  

At St. John's we welcome people most of the day. This is 

something we share with Stemz. We are always welcomed 

very warmly by Mae and all her helpers who always seem 

ready for us. The reception is so warm and from many 

different people there. Not only do they give us the flowers 

but they ask how we are, they wrap the flowers for us in an 

elegant way (with tissue paper, plastic and ribbon) they 

present us with it, and explain the flowers to us. Everyone 

appreciates the warmth of the welcome and it makes it 

kind of an outing for us. The reactions of the St. John’s 

helpers who come with me to get the flowers are often 

strong and always interesting. Some make comments about 

wanting to work there, or are spellbound by the young 

women working there. Most are very impressed with the 

place and its commitment with the flowers. There's a sense 

of wonder and curiosity in many of their reactions: what is 

this place? There’s kind of a general sense of surprise that 

St. Johns and Stemz connect somehow. 

“Hey, where’d you get the flowers? …. They’re gorgeous” 

On our end too, people are also surprised. Much of what 

we do involves sitting 

across the table from 

strangers and sharing 

fellowship. The fresh, 

beautiful flowers on 

the table call forth 

different things from 

one another. Like the 

down-and-out man in 

Scarborough who 

suddenly revealed his 

secret life as a gardener 

when he noticed the 

arrangement on the 

table. Or, the woman 

who threw the vase of 

flowers down the hall 

recently as part of her 

final exit leaving 

shattered glass, flowers 

and water all over the 

floor. Often times, in rooms bleary with haze and heavy 

with depression, the flowers call to mind God’s 

gratuitousness as they gently, constantly, exhibit their 

peaceful beauty amidst all kinds of situations. 

Beyond the weekly flower offering, Stemz has also offered 

us outdoor plants for the garden outside where people 

gather and smoke as well as a lot of advice. They’ve given 

us many boxes of slightly burned candles that we decorate 

at the drop-in and use in services. We’ve used fabrics from 

their place for costumes in plays at camps. Once we 

decorated the entire Scarborough Drop in with golden 

painted branches from their place and shouted “It’s a 

golden day” all day long. What amazes me is that the 

things that Stemz throws away are gobbled up by people at 

the drop-ins. Be it the boxes of gently used candles or 

those golden branches. I’m not sure why people are so 

thirsty for these lightly used, beautiful castoffs but they 

disappear faster than most of the food we leave out. I hope 

that God will continue to bless our friends at Stemz for 

sharing their great wealth with us and remembering the 

poor. Perhaps we are strange bedfellows. There’s beauty 

here too. 

Br Luke 

Working with Br Luke on Thursdays... 

Stemz Letter 



FIORETTI Sharing what we learn about our faith from people who care about life 
being “half death” 

“Fioretti” is trying to reveal to all and remind us of the 

purpose of living at St John’s: to bear witness of those 

who were deeply wounded but did not stop caring for 

life. When we speak about life in our community it is 

not to show how good we are in taking care of life. For 

we are not. Only the thought of that would make 

people who know us closely (especially the poor) 

smile with kindness and forgiveness. We are 

confessing the hope of those who are broken just to 

give ourselves a chance not to despair.  

Fioretti 

At the beginning of the week, I talked to a homeless 

person who told me a couple of stories about how he 

ended up half dead. And, just to prove his stories, he 

showed me the scars left by a knife on his neck, from 

those who robbed him close to Regent Park a few 

years ago. In both cases, no Good Samaritan saved 

him. Once, it was by his own struggle he made it to 

life, the other time by “chance”. He was taken to the dumpster and left in a position that, strangely enough, helped stop 

the bleeding. So he ended up with life. More to live and more to suffer.  

He told me other things, a part of his life which I cannot share here because 

of the deep wounds caused to his heart. So deep that he could not sit down 

while talking, even though tears came to his eyes. I was thinking - how 

much more he can take?  He was asking himself the same question. There 

was something though in his heart and on his friendly face deeper than any 

pain caused to him by people - life itself seemed to be here at fault too.  

In these moments, here at the mission, we see what is the measure of hope 

and the value of life. From people who carry themselves out from the 

dumpsters because they have love for life. No joke here. He does not cling 

to life, but he loves it with all his being. The more he gets hurt the more he 

abandons himself to goodness. Like a blind person who has never seen the 

light, but knows its brightness from the shortage of darkness. And from the 

noise that the light makes for those who cannot see it. Kindly enough just to 

make his soul attentive.  

How do I know this? Because he told me: when he is deeply challenged and 

ready to give up he remembers Him (he points to the ceiling to show me). 

And besides this he loves his neighbour. Another poor soul robbed and 

mocked by other robbers, who is on the brink of being terminated because 

of illness and abuse. The Good Samaritan sees life where others get stuck, 

searching endlessly with no ”luck”, for quality. To justify it. We, at times, 

do the same. Forgetting to rejoice, by getting saddened instead, at the view 

of what is broken. At what is missing or taken away from the beauty of life; 

in us or in others. The Good Samaritan nurtures life where he sees it. 

Within himself and others, because he knows that it is Christ who lives in 

us. And in His resurrection, even death remained with no dominion when 

confronted with a new life.  

Mary, winner of the Peter Stire award, for 
teaching us goodness 

Continued on p.5  
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2 How many times do we feel prayer is hard? How many times we promised to ourselves and to God that we’ll 

find a way to meet each other?  

Not for our friend. He said on Wednesday at 

Bridges that he did not know he can pray so much. 

He realised this while panhandling on the street. 

And praying for those who would give him 

something. And he did not stop here. He continued 

to pray also for those who are suffering in other 

parts of the world. Only if, he said, “if we could 

pray for them together”. He knew about the 

situation in Hong Kong and Iraq. For those who 

suffer in the communist prisons.  And how they 

treat young people there, with no mercy. Our 

friend, for those who know him, is not a talkative 

person. When he speaks he is always thoughtful 

and says things he thinks through. He never spoke 

about prayer before, even though he stayed a few 

times last year for compline after Bridges. I always 

had a silent admiration for him and for how he lived 

his life. He worked for 40 years as a support 

worker. Like a samaritan paid poorly. And he lost 

his job when somebody complained about him. For 

not having enough strength anymore. He has now, 

as we know, a respectable age, which unfortunately 

does not qualify him to care for people. Because as 

a Samaritan, he needs to carry the one beaten or 

sick on the back of his donkey. And where there is 

no more strength, the Good Samaritan would lose 

his job in Toronto. And when you lose everything, 

you start to pray. Because nobody can take Him 

away from you. And through Him, you start to 

carry others through prayer. For those who are 

locked in and beaten up. So they do not die alone 

when abuse happens. But under the vigil of a Good 

Samaritan whose donkey was stolen in Toronto. A 

native guy panhandling on the streets of our city so he 

can learn to pray more. .  

3 On a Wednesday evening when we share at 

Bridges our thoughts and reflections and remind 

ourselves that it is good to be alive, Laura (see 

picture...) told us her deepest curiosity: not if God exists 

but who He is. As she was walking she was thinking 

and wondering. And in the same moment a ladybug 

landed on her shoulder. And then she understood that 

this is the first touch of God. It was God talking to her 

and answering her question. This is who God is. His 

first touch, she said.  

Food for the body, food for the soul 



I  was very pleased when Father Nicolaie asked me to 
write an article about St. John’s Thrift Store for the 
newsletter as the store holds a place close to my heart. I 

am one of the managers there along with my colleague 
Matthew. Everyone works very hard and sometimes it 
doesn’t seem like work at all. We all bring something 
unique to the store that makes it work.  

St. John’s Thrift Store is a very busy place, both on the 
shop floor, and in the basement where we process our 
donations. Everything we sell starts off down 
there after it is donated to us. We gratefully 
receive many donations from the community. 
Most often, we receive the items you’d typically 
expect - lots of clothing, shoes, accessories and 
household items. We all also receive collectables 
and treasures that people are often thrilled to find. 
We work hard to bring up new selections quickly 
as many of our customers come in daily.  

While customers are shopping upstairs, we are 
also processing donations downstairs. It is the 
hub of the store and at times the basement is 
incredibly full but we go through each bag or box 
we get item by item. Anything we feel we can’t 
sell is disposed of properly.  

We get some very lovely things but once in a 
while we receive something that really impresses 
us One example is the sterling silver charm 
bracelet that my colleague found in a box. The 
bracelet had 47 sterling charms. Looking at it, you could 
see that someone had lovingly collected these charms 
throughout their travels. It was an extra special treasure 
because most of the charms opened, or moved in some 
way. There was a castle that opened up to reveal a knight 
inside, a church with a congregation, a barn containing 
animals, bicycle wheels that moved and windmill arms that 
turned. There was even a box containing an actual deck of 
cards. The craftsmanship was incredible.  

We knew we had something valuable and at first we didn't 
know how to sell it as it was not on parr with the items that 
are usually in the jewellery case where you can get 
earrings, bracelets, and necklaces around $3 to $4. We 
estimated the price of the bracelet at $500 based on $10 per 
charm and then rounded it up. We tried Ebay 
unsuccessfully for three weeks and then we decided that 
we would put it in our showcase afterall.  

The bracelet received a lot of interest and wasn’t in the 
cabinet long because Mr. Leitch, one of our regular 
customers came in that week. Mr. Leitch likes to share 
interesting stories about the things he finds in thrift stores. 
One of his many interests is buying interesting toys, or 
fixing broken mechanical toys. He likes the unique items 
he often finds in our store. 

When Mr, Leitch saw the bracelet he was impressed by the 
beauty of it and appreciated the love and care that went 

into the crafting of each charm, and the way someone had 
lovingly collected them. He also saw a TOY. In fact, he 
saw 47 little toys that moved or opened to reveal more 
treasures inside.  What ended up being his favourite was an 
old gypsy caravan that opened to reveal a fortune teller 
with a crystal ball inside. Mr. Leitch bought the bracelet 
and rather than leaving the bracelet intact he has carefully 
removed each charm and placed it in a binder in its own 
plastic sleeve. It was fascinating when he brought the 

binder in to show us and we saw the real extent of what 
many of the charms did. 

Telling this story is a way to remind you about visiting St. 
John’s Thrift Store, and to thank all the members of the 
community for the donations that they bring us on a daily 
basis. Sometimes we get handed a little bag of things, other 
times we get someone bringing in a car load. .Many of our 
donors are also our customers. It is a nice cycle where they 
are recycling their unwanted items to us, and then they 
often stay and browse through the store.  

We are full of gratitude that so many people choose us for 
their donations. They know the proceeds are going straight 
to help the Mission and its work as we are completely non-
profit. If you visit our store you will find many things to 
suit your needs, and as a charity, we do not charge tax.. We 
also want you to know that we really look after the 
precious things that your bring to us that may have 
belonged to loved ones. In the case of the bracelet we 
matched the right item to the right buyer because Mr. 
Leitch loves it, and it will be a collection that he will 
always be able to look at with joy.  

Larissa Moffat 

Larissa (left), Zenash (right), Matthew in the middle 

The caring hands of the Thrift Store 

St John’s Thrift Store and the Charm Bracelet 



Busy night at Volunteer Appreciation 

Bequest – Jon Brandt 
You’re passionate about caring for your community and everyone in it and so you want to support St. John The 

Compassionate Mission. Beyond giving as you’re able throughout your lifetime, how else might you further the 

mission? 

A designated gift or ‘bequest’ through your will is a powerful way to have a long-term impact in Canada your 

community through St. John’s. Through this one last gift, many of our long-term donors have continued to help those in 

need. This can even be a way for you to give more significantly than you were able to during your lifetime. 

There are a variety of ways to give through your will, depending on your situation. The simplest is to put St. John’s in 

your will as one of your beneficiaries. Some people choose to treat St. John’s as an additional “child” in the will, evenly 

dividing the funds. Others choose to leave a specific amount or percentage to St. John’s. However you determine the 

amount is completely up to you. St. John’s is grateful for all gifts. In this situation, after your will is executed and all 

legal matters taken care of, the percentage or amount designated is given directly to St. John’s. 

During your lifetime, bequests are revocable – giving you flexibility if your situation changes. However, your estate can 

only claim a donation receipt equal to your income in your last two years of life. This means that depending on the size 

of your estate, taxes may significantly reduce the funds left to your beneficiaries. 

Alan & Joanna Cassandra Patrick & Ria 

Continued on p.8  
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If you have a larger estate and you want to reduce the taxes owed upon death, you 

may want to consider other options. For example, combining a bequest with a major 

gift during your life could significantly reduce your estate taxes; you can claim your 

major gift against up to 75% of your income and carry it forward for five years. 

This allows significant overall tax savings. 

Another option is a Charitable Remainder Trust (CRT). This allows support of a 

spouse or child through the interest on an investment – while giving the capital to 

the charity of your choice. A CRT entitles your estate to a donation credit on your 

final tax return, even though the charity likely won’t receive the capital until far 

later. 

Be sure to get tax advice before setting up a CRT and check out Revenue Canada’s 

Interpretation Bulletin IT-226R – as dry as that reading may be – because a CRT is 

irrevocable once created. 

We would love to speak with you about your wishes and your legacy of support. 

Please give us a call at 416-466-1357 and consider how you can continue to care for 

others through St. John The Compassionate Mission. 

Bio – Jon Brandt, MBA, CFRE 

With more than 20 years of work in the non-profit sector, Jon brings knowledge and 

experience in managing development departments in both Canada and the U.S., particularly within internationally 

focused and faith-based organizations, including Eastern Mennonite Missions and the Yonge Street Mission. 

Jon has a bachelor’s degree in History and Religious Studies from the University of Winnipeg, a Creative 

Communication diploma with a focus on public relations from Red River College, and an MBA from Taylor University. 

He has also studied conflict resolution and social media strategy, and he holds an Ultimate Frisbee coaching certificate 

from the Coaching Association of Canada. 

Now you know why when you call 
the Mission it's hard to get through 

How do you want to be remembered? 
preparing a Will is an expression of love for your family and loved 
ones. 
by including St John the Compassionate Mission in your Will the 
faithful commitment you have shared throughout your life will bene-
fit the many people that the Mission serves. Long after you are gone. 
other ways you can give 
charitable gift annuity 
minimum age 70 ,minimum amount 10,000 
gift of publicly traded securities 
gift of life insurance 
donating registered plans 
donating TFSA tax free saving account 
endowment /gift loan 

St Nicholas visit 2019  
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Christmas Needs List 
 Quick Oats & Cold Cereal 
 Regular & Herbal Tea 
 Potatoes, Squash, Fresh Garlic, 

Apples 
 Sugar, Brown Sugar 
 Jam, Honey 

 Canned Tomatoes, Sauce, Paste 
 Curry powder, Italian herbs, 

Thyme 
 Canned Tuna 
 Snack Bars & Nuts 
 Laundry Soap 
 Silicon Oven Mitts 


